
PRESS RELEASE
“Friendly monsters, robot objects, birdies and cowboys"

THE FIRST CHILDREN’S ART CLUB ANGELN HAS OPENED.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2023 IS OPEN HOUSE FROM 12:00 PM!

Since October 8th, 2023, Angeln has now a CHILDREN’S ART CLUB ANGELN, where only
works of art by children between 5 and 14 years of age are publicly exhibited.

These works of art have been created since May 2022 on the initiative of the association
KUNST FÜR ANGELN e.V., at workshops of the association on the Wittkielhof under the
guidance of the artists Malte Urbschat ( Schleswig-Holstein), Rupprecht Matthies ( Hamburg)
and Henrik Becker from Flensburg.
In addition, the association KUNST FÜR ANGELN has given original works of art as loans to
schools in Angeln to promote creativity in the context of art lessons and to request artistic
interpretations of the loans.
These results are also shown in the KINDER KUNST CLUB ANGELN.

These include works of art by children of the Kaj-Munk-Skole Kappeln, the Nordlicht School
in Süderbrarup and the Heinrich-Andresen-School in Sterup.

In the meantime, so many works of art have been created that are worthwhile being
exhibited publicly. Among other things, works are shown with titles such as "Friendly
Monsters", "Robot", "Birdies and Cowboys", as well as original originals by artists Malte
Urbschat, Rupprecht Matthies and Henrik Becker.

On Sunday, October 15th is OPEN HOUSE and the KINDER KUNST CLUB will be open
from 12:00h.

The visitors of all ages are welcomed by Clara (8 years) and Armin (10 years), who were
appointed chairman by the association KUNST FÜR ANGELN.

Both have participated in each of the so far 4 workshops of the association KUNST FÜR
ANGELN and lead on October 15th, 2023 from 12:00h visitors through the exhibition, in
which about 80 exhibits can be seen.

„I am especially proud to run this first KINDER KUNST CLUB in ANGELN - together with my
brother Armin - and look forward to many children as visitors. "Of course the parents are also
invited," says Clara (8).

And Armin(10) says: "I have created artworks together with my friend Bela in all workshops
so far, following the instructions of the artists present who had provided one of their original
works as a template. A work of art by Bela and me - our party fox - has even been acquired
by the association KUNST FÜR ANGELN and is now part of the collection, which makes me
particularly happy. “



The association KUNST FÜR ANGELN was founded in April 2022 by the collector Ingrid
Roosen-Trinks: she calls Angeln since 1990 “the home of my heart” and has her second
residence there. The association offers programs for senior citizens as well as for high
school students and for children between 5 and 14 years. The program is also to be
expanded through cooperations with daycare centers.

Ingrid Roosen-Trinks, board member of the association KUNST FÜR ANGELN: “The
promotion of creativity and artistic imagination of children and young people is at the top of
our list of objectives. With the opening of the KINDER KUNST CLUBS ANGELN we get a big
step closer to this goal!"

All program offers of KUNST FÜR ANGELN, including all children’s workshops, are free.

Registration at: visit@kunstfuerangeln.de

The next children’s workshop will take place on Sunday, April 28, 2024 at 12:00h under the
direction of the Flensburg artist Nele Engler.

More information at:
www.kunstfuerangeln.de
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